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MNESILOCHUS, when absent from Ephesus, writes and asks his friend, Pistoclerus, to look for his mistress, Bacchis, who left Athens with a military captain. Upon her return to Athens, Pistoclairus falls in love with his twin sister, whose name is also Bakchis, and is brutally rebuked by his mentor, Lidus, for doing so. Mesilohus returns to
Athens and discovers at Lidus that his friend Pistocklerus is in love with a female named Bakchis. After that, he imagines that he pushed him out with his mistress, and in his anger decides to return to his father some of the money that he went to Ephesus to recover, and part of which he contrived, through the scheme of the servant of
Khrisalus, to keep, so that he could buy his mistress from the captain. Learning the truth, he is greatly remorseful for what he did, as the officer threatens to immediately take away Bacchi, if the money is not paid. On this, Chrysalus comes up with another ploy against Nicobul, his elderly master, and forces him, fearing the captain's
threats, to pay the required amount. Having received not only this, but also an even greater sum of money, young people treat themselves in the house of Bakchis. Nicobulus then discovers from the Captain a trick that was played on him, and he and Mahiloch repair Bacchus's house to demand from their sons. Virgos, now, apply
themselves to the persuasion of the old men, who are finally persuaded to forgive their sons and Chrysalus and go to the house and join the entertainment. Go to the Authors and Titles Listed at the End of review content. This book is the latest in Lefebvre's series of volumes scriptOralia, dedicated to showcasing Plautus's debt to Italy's
literary theatrical genres and illustrates the high degree of originality it puts for Plautine translations of Greek's new comedy. As one Roman comedy that can at least partially match its model, Menander's Dis Exapaton (more DE),1 Bakkid would offer an opportunity for Lefebvre's work to migrate from the realm of speculation to firmer
ground. Unfortunately, however, the study uses little or no actual textual data, and its arguments are largely based on circular reasoning. Lefebvre's observations on the scale of Plautine's innovations in Bakkid depend on his reconstruction of DE, according to which the Greek play ended with anagnoris. It would be helpful if Lefebvre had
presented this hypothetical plot from the beginning. Instead, in the course of his argument, he appears piecemeal, and the summary is given only on page 149. Here it is (I use inverted commas to indicate characters whose original names we don't know): Samian Bacchis was in Menander's long-lost daughter The recognition of Bakchis as
an Athenian citizen at the end of the play meant that she and Sostratus could be married, and the money stolen from Nicobol, originally intended to dissolution her obligation to the soldier Cleomach, was used instead as her dowry. The first two sections (A and B, Forschung and Analyse), with their thorough review of scholarships on
Bakkid and issues of special interest, help readers get a general picture of criticism of the play. Among other topics (e.g. the lost beginning of the Bacchus and the nature of the contract between Samian Bacchus and Cleomah), Lefebvre discusses here which was the most important issue for Bacchides critics (and an important topic in
Plautine's research) over the past 40 years or so: the relationship of DE Menander fragments to the relevant passages from Bacchides (Die. such as the difference between the characterization of the two playwrights (realistic and consistent in Menander; unrealistic and comical in Plautus), and a series of generalized statements that
reduce the transformation of Plautus into its Greek model into a schematic replacement x with y: Die Stelle der Deutung der Welt... tritt bei Plautus ihre Autonomie (p.27), or die Stelle der Ethik tritt Komik (p.35). In this section, Lefebvre also addresses the work of Tsvierlein, rightly arguing his extensive atetization of the Plautus text as a
later addition (a long discussion of Plautine elements as supposedly post-Plautine - Das,Plautinische' nachutinplaisch - appears after each set of relevant excerpts in fine print). In toto, I find nothing original in the treatment of Lefebvre parallel passages, and no substantial evidence that we actually have in this Greek play advanced in
support of the reconstruction of Lefebvre of it. The next section, Struktur, is the cornerstone of Lefebvre's argument. He goes through a Latin performance and his reconstruction of greek comedy scenes across the stage, pointing out what elements he thinks Plautus has added or changed. As in his previous studies, Lefebvre uses the
terms Discountinuit vs. οἰκονομία to characterize Plautine and Menandrian comedy respectively, and this contrast serves again as a guiding principle in his attempt to separate Greek material from Latin. Lefebvre's observations are ultimately rooted in his hypothetical DE model, which in turn revolves around his assessment of Greek new
comedy as a genre. However, Lefebvre's concept of the burgherlich of Lustspier Menander, in which, for example, the location of the person was always taken into account (p.34), the amount of money was never vague, but always accurately stated (p.51), and inconsistencies of the characterization or plot never occurred, idealized and
summarized, based on what constitutes a very small sample of Menander's production and but part of the Greek new comedy. To then find an argument about plautus dramaturgy on the speculative reinvention of this genre in general, and DE in particular, amounts to a circular vitiosis. Lefebvre, in fact, recognizes the hypothetical nature of
most of his argument, stating, for example, that d'er hypothetische Charakter der berlegungen versteht sich von selbst, zumal es leichter ist, f're Szenen der Bacchides plautinischen Ursprung zu ersen als szenen. (p.148; cf. also p. 13). However, Lefebvre's proof of Plautus's innovations in relation to his model text consists entirely of his
own reconstruction of Menander. Moreover, Lefebvre often cannot mark his version of DE as speculative; he sees his reimagining of the play as a given, blurring the line between fact and the (unsupported) hypothesis. An example of this method can be found in the discussion of Lefebvre scenes in which the two Bacchi sisters appear
together: the discovery of Bacchides (as we have), where they seduce Pistoclerus, and the final scene, the so-called Shaf-Dutt, in which hetaerae the first layout and then seduce two old men by luring them to a brothel. Lefebvre claims that both are of Plamin origin, as, according to his conception of the New Comedy and Menander,
neither of them can stand in the Greek text (p.61 and p.66). In his discussion I 1, for example, he claims Die Dreierszene zwischen den Beiden Schwestern und Pistoclerus I.1 kann weder im ganzen noch im einzelnen auf den Dis Exapaton zur'ckgehen. In support of his position, Lefebvre quotes Heinrich (1985: 99) 2 as follows (notes 186
and 213): It is impossible to know whether the sisters appeared on the stage together, although the courtesans of Plutin do. That is, Henry is impossible to know turns into can not be in Lefebvre. Such logical jumps in this study abound. In an attempt to distinguish between plautus originality, Lefebvre focuses, in particular, on
characteristics such as metatheatre, direct audience address and widespread use of metaphor. His discussion of the metatheatre (p.130-132) in Bachide is disappointing, as it is limited to a list of instances without analysis or explanation. However, Lefebvre's observations of how Plautus incorporates a Saturnian inversion into the very
structure of his drama, zbercreizdramaturgi, (p.142-144) are instructive, although many of the items have already been clarified by Clark (1976), 3, as Lefevre himself notes. Lefevre such aspects of Plautine dramaturgy to the influence of oral theatrical traditions of Italy. While there seems little doubt that Plautus's work, in fact, contains
elements from such genres of performance (improvisation in particular), the 4th evidence of this elusive domicive drama is at best scant, and hardly enough to give us a clear picture of these genres, much less confidently understand how they influenced Plautus. Lefebvre, however, is not so careful, and as a result his arguments tend to
be reductive. For example, he argues that a dialogue-type pair of wagers respondere is aus den Feszenninen herzuleiten . This is an interesting sentence, but Lefebvre's method of reasoning cannot be persuaded. He calls the misty carmina a festin as if their form could be taken for granted, while such early Italian carminins are much less
well lit and thus even more impregnable than the Greek new comedy. 5 Essentially, all elements of Bakkida do not fit into Lefebvre's schematic plan for the Greek new comedy designated as characteristic of das Theater der Rede. Direct appeal to the audience, for example, pigeonholed as such: Koennen komische Kommentare bzw.
Acops in der Art and in der Wufung, wie sie bei Plautus begegnen, nicht bei Menander belegt werden, ist umgekehrt festzustellen, da si fuhr das Stefispinel characterish sin (stream 134). We are faced with the same (somewhat dubious) method of deduction in section D, Weltbild : while DE was, in the opinion of Lefebvre, Spiegelbild der
athenischen Gesellschaft Thanks (according to its reconstruction) the work of Tyche is supplemented by the actions of people, Bacchides is the zerrbild der remys gesellschaft, in which the Saturnian inversion and ridicule of the development of the Gesellschaft, in which the Saturnian inversion and ridicule of the development of the
gesellschaft. Again, Lefebvre's discussion of how the Saturnal spirit of comedy is reflected in the structure of the text and the pair of contrasting characters contains some compelling observations. However, his argument that the transformation of Menander's ethical, bourgeois drama is due to the influence of Italian farce and
improvisational theatre, in which such moral and civic themes had no involvement, is not supported by evidence. In the last pages of the book, Lefebvre gives a very brief but useful history of Bakkid's reception (section E, Rezeption). He argues that although Bacchides represents H'hepunkt der plautinischen Kom'die (p. 183), its reception
in subsequent literature throughout the ages was unfortunately because of the play phase complicated, unsuited to the fixture. Finally, we get a useful summary of the book's main arguments in the final section, Summary. Lefebvre's bibliography is extensive (although the fact that 32 of the 259 entries are the author's own works circular
nature of his critical model). Lefebvre does not take into account, however, Marshall's recent work (2006), which divides his focus on the influence of the dolymentment of Italian drama on Plautus, making a stimulating argument for an element of actual improvisation in his plays. I would also add Sharrock (2009) and Fontaine (2010),
which, while not explicitly confronting an issue of primary interest to Lefebvre, the degree of Plautine innovation in translation, are both complex procedures of Roman comedy, contributing important observations about Plautus style, dramaturgy, and the socio-cultural background of this theatrical genre. 6 Overall, this monograph
exemplifies Lefebvre's critical approach to the comedy Plautine. As he states in Vorwort, his main goal is to emphasize his Andersartigkeit (9), which he is trying to achieve by showing what great changes the Latin playwright has made for his Greek models. But the circular nature of Lefebvre's argument, which relies on his own
unsupported assumptions to draw further conclusions, yields questionable results. Table of contents Vorwort Einleitung A. Forschung B. Analysis I. Die Lehren des Papyrus II. Die Intrigen III. Die Het'ren IV. Sachliche Probleme C. Struktur I. Die Diskontinuit't der Bacchides II. Die οἰκονομία des Dis Exapaton D. Weltbild I. Das Spiegelbild
der athenischen Gesellschaft II. das zerrbild der Rumischen Geselshaft E. Rezeption In 1968, Handri published fragments of Menander's Dis Exapaton extracted from 13 papyrus fragments of a late antique book roll found in Oksirhinhus (1968) Menander and Plautus: A Study in Comparison. This discovery finally allowed scientists to
study the translation of Plautus, since 80 lines of DE roughly correspond to Bacchides 494-562. 2. Henry , M. M. (1985) Courtesans Menander and the Greek comic tradition. Frankfurt AM 3. Clark, JR (1976) Structure and symmetry in Bacchides Plautus, TAPhA 106: 85-96. 4. Focusing on this influence has yielded significant results,
greatly increasing our understanding of how Palliath Plautus works, explaining the Latin playwright's imitation of improvisational drama. Cf. Barchiesi, M.(1969) Plauto e il 'metateatro' antico, Il Verri 31: 113-130; Slater, N.W. (1985) Plautus in the play: Theatre of Mind. Princeton; Lefebvre, E., E. Sturk, G. Vogt-Spira (1991) Plautus
Barbarus: Sechs Kapitel zur Originalit de Platus. Tubingen; Sharrock, A. (1996) The Art of Deception: Pseudolus and The Nature of Reading, CK 46: 152-174; Moore, T. (1998) Plautus Theatre. Austin. 5. As is the case with most of what we know about early Latin verses, we hear about the festinine songs from later authors (Horace
Epist.II.1.139-155 and Livy vii.2). Although the idea of what these popular poems might be can be from Catullus (c.61) and the carminine triumph, the fescenine verses and their influence on the early Roman drama remain a mystery. 6. Sharrock, A. (2009) Reading Roman Comedy: Poetics and Playfulness in Plautus and Terence.
Cambridge; Fontaine, M. (2010) Funny words in plautine comedy. Oxford. Sharrock focuses on Plautine's comedy from a reader's point of view, and Fontaine sheds light on the ingenious punning and bilingual play of words in these texts. Texts. bacchides plautus pdf. plautus bacchides latin. plautus bacchides translation. plautus
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